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Celebrating Recovery

September was the 26th International National Recovery Month where we as individuals who have reclaimed our
lives can really promote and celebrate the virtues of what being in recovery actually means. We do this not just with
each other but by offering ourselves as living proof of recovery, a visible presence of hope to those that still suffer
whilst challenging stereotypes, judgements and myths about addiction. Recovery month started 26 years ago in
the USA and is now celebrated throughout the world. Many UK cities host their own local events and activities
(over 150 this year from Aberdeen to Bristol), culminating in a recovery walk. This year, members from Calderdale
attended our National Recovery Walk hosted by Durham City Council. Here is an account of the day from Richard.

This was going to be the first
recovery walk I had attended and
I was really looking forward to the
day. I met with friends and fellow
recovering addicts from TBRP
Huddersfield and Halifax to board
the coach to Durham. The rain began
falling as the coach set off but we
were not going to let this dampen
our spirits, we had planned to have
a jolly good time, so that’s what we
were going to do!

We alighted the coach outside the
County Hall in Durham and stepped
inside for a hot beverage before
we were shepherded down to the
meeting point by some friendly
smiling stewards. Miraculously the
rain had stopped and the sun began
to shine.

had swept the city streets. And I was
in the middle of it all!

The walk was a mile with many
stops along the way where we
continued to throw shapes whilst
the drums carried on. All in all the
walk was fantastic. I felt a real sense
of connection and pride to be in
It was a little bit chaotic as we waited recovery, free from my addiction
for instructions but there was a real
to drugs and part of this wonderful
buzz from the crowds, people had
community. It felt like a solution
travelled from all over the country to revolution.
The Basement Choir (Free Eric) were be there. Drums began to sound and
The 2016 walk will be in Halton.
to join choirs from other services
this was the signal to move. And so
later that day in a good old sing song began the walk.
on the main stage in The Sands park The drummers led the way through
where we assembled prior to the
the cobbled streets, as recovery
walk. So we warmed up our vocals
revellers weaved their way, dancing,
on the coach and everyone joined in. clapping and chanting through the
The atmosphere was electric.
bemused shoppers. A sea of purple
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Celebrating Recovery Month
many food stalls and others which escape
me. By now the sun had asserted itself and
it was a beautiful September day. Mary
Clear and Estelle Brown were most active
and encouraging. They both convey an
enthusiasm that is hard to resist.

M

yself, Mark C and Rick G got down
to Todmorden for nine o’clock with
no real idea of what was in store for us.
Surprises can go either way but at least you
get the suspense to start your nerves going.
When we arrived it was very misty and cold.
We made our way to Pollination Street to
find out what fate had in store for us. My
first thought was to look at the number of
tents and gazebo bags and think we must
be attempting some kind of record. There
was a huge tent that was the first task.
The enormity of the situation was further
magnified and complicated by the fact that
there appeared to be components of more

After making sure we had done what
needed doing Rick and I went to the van
and had some last minute rehearsal for the
choir’s performance. There was no power
on site so we had agreed to play guitar as
accompaniment. I was cool with this and
was getting excited at the prospect.
A local pie maker had baked a huge pie
decorated with ‘Incredible Edible Harvest
Festival’. It
seemed a
shame to
vandalise
his work
but it was
very tasty.
The place
had really
filled up by
the time
the choir
arrived
and I could
sense a high
degree of nervousness. Before we played
we watched a samba band and a group of
minstrels. These both went down well and so
this increased the nerves in some members
of the choir.

than one huge tent. The Krypton Factor
sprung to mind. Anyway we got stuck in
with some other unfortunate volunteers
and followed the instructions of Barney
who seemed to know at least a little of what
was going on. After a couple of dead ends
and identifying the red herring parts we
managed to get the thing up and without
injury or damage. Others had arrived and
between us all we got all the tents and
gazebos erected and started filling them with
Our time came and we went for it. As we
tables and cooking equipment.
played the first song I could see a crowd
gathering close around us and could tell
they were enjoying it. I think others were
too gripped with nerves to notice this. A guy
was up close and filming us, moving around
us to get everybody in shot at one point or
another. The crowd really got into what we
were doing and I buzzed off this. We had to
wait to do our third song as Mayor Steph
Booth wanted a picture with us.
Before we knew it the whole place was
As I spoke to people later I received nothing
looking like a party waiting to happen. There
but positive feedback. Result! After that
were various groups represented; a dentist
we just mixed and enjoyed the rest of the
highlighting the amount of sugar in soft
afternoon. Story continued on our website:
drinks (quite disturbing), CND, Incredible
www.thebasementproject.org.uk
Farm and Aqua Garden, an apple press,
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QUIZAOKE
“Get it wrong, sing a song!”
I was sitting in the office, minding my
own business and doing some work on the
computer (yes I do do that sometimes!)
when one word made my ears prick up, my
heart beat faster and had me jumping to my
feet. ‘Karaoke’.
Back in the day (before active addiction
turned me in to a quivering, self-conscious
wreck) Karaoke had been a favourite past
time of mine. People tell me I can sing and
I have a natural attraction to the limelight.
With my confidence returned, thanks to
recovery, I was desperate to give it another
go!
Josh was explaining to Andy that his mate
who is a DJ and does karaoke was up for
coming in and doing a night at Basement.
Nice one Josh! In true recovering addict
fashion the ideas did not stop there;
eventually the concept of ‘Quizaoke’ was
born! It sounded pretty straight forward –
‘You get it wrong, you sing a song’
When the night finally arrived I was
consumed by a mix of anticipation and
excitement. In the weeks leading up to the
event the egos had been flexing their muscles
and the banter had been flying. Various
claims had been made about people’s singing
and general knowledge talents. Would it
transpire that these people were all talk?
Myself included?!
When I arrived I was glad to see that
Gary was there with both his Dad and his
girlfriend. Gary had been in our detox house
for about 10 days and had wholeheartedly
thrown himself in to every activity presented
to him – including the choir. His Dad and
girlfriend seemed like lovely, friendly people
and appeared genuinely delighted at his
progress.
Myself and Choir Master Dickie Douglas
were tasked with compiling a list of songs
for the forfeits. We opted for some funny
(e.g. The Beatles – Oh bla dee), some hard
(Adele – Someone Like you) to the just plain
obscure (Ace of Base - All that She Wants).
We drew numbers out of a hat to determine
the teams...
Who really won?
Read about
the controversy
surrounding the
final decision on the
TBRP website.
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Where are they now?
but the old shitty committee in my head
doubted me right up until the day I started.
It is amazing that I could put all that work
in and even after completing the application
form and interview process AND getting the
job offer, I still felt that the day I started they
Issue 6 of RecoveryTimes we featured an
were going to say they had made a mistake.
article by Danielle about making amends.
We recently caught up with her and ask what Going from volunteer to worker is the
hardest thing I have done in recovery. You
she had been up to ...
go from someone every one congratulates
for giving them your time to someone
accountable and getting paid. It’s very scary.
The thing that has helped me the most in
my new working life is the management.
I have had a look back on my first six
months at work and I can’t believe how I
behaved. I would work till 3am to prove I
was as good as anyone else there. I have fab
management from Becky and Heather, who
have helped to shape me, without making
me feel in the wrong. They have listened to
my experiences and I have listened to theirs
and together we make a good team as we are
doing things from all different angles. I’ve
learnt that a good worker can be dedicated
and get everything done within the work
hours. It doesn’t mean you care less; it is no
The last time I wrote for RecoveryTimes
good burning yourself out. You need the
(Issue6) I concentrated on making amends,
work/home life balance.
the amends I had to make with the local
curry house. For me it was also about giving I can honestly say 18 months in I deserve my
job and I am passionate about it. I feel part
back to the local community I had taken so
of the team. I can still have the old doubts
much from over the years. Well that was
but I really do think my team’s support has
about two years ago and in the succeeding
been amazing. I have learnt so much from
two years I learnt that after all the amends
them. I recently had a bit of a hard time with
I have made (and am constantly making) I
needed to make amends to myself. I needed ‘normal’ life things and my work team were
behind me 100%. My higher power chose
to stop giving myself such a hard time and
my team for me and looking back over the
I needed to have some self-belief. I have
last 3 years of my life in recovery everything
always felt not quite good enough and this
does turn out alright. I am so glad I could
would often stop me from applying for
finally see that I deserved to be happy and to
jobs. It stopped me moving forward in life
aim higher than I previously thought I was
in general. I was 32 and I felt I was on the
scrap heap. I felt I had ruined any chances of worth.
a “normal life”.
Danielle x
After a lot of love from my friends in the
recovery community, my beautiful partner
and my family I started to see that I did
deserve to be happy and I did deserve to go
My story featured in RecoveryTimes Issue
for things in life. This new-found self-belief
3 back in July 2012. I had just come out
helped me put my all into volunteering for
the other side of a 30 year drug problem,
the West Yorkshire – Finding Independence 20 of which was addicted to methadone. I
(WI-FI) project. The project, funded by
think at that time I had been doing some
the Big Lottery Fund’s Fulfilling Lives
volunteering and running SMART groups .
programme, aims to support people with
As I have continued to get better, my life
multiple needs (someone with at least three
has too. I started to do more volunteering
of the following; homelessness, addiction, re- around the breakfast clubs which take place
offending behaviour and mental ill health).
on a Tuesday and Thursday. I attended
I started to find the direction I wanted to
training courses on all sorts of subjects
go in and jumped at the chance of a real
including boundaries, safe guarding,
job -Service User Involvement Coordinator
recovery, group facilitation etc. I even did a

Fulfilling
Lives

Life after methadone

Like us on Facebook www.facebook.com/basementproject

Health and Social Care NVQ level 3 course.
I had decided I had something to offer and
I really wanted to do more in this field – it
felt a natural process. It took a year to do
the course. My old head told me I was never
ever good enough to do anything like that
– I had never achieved anything like that
before. There was certainly an element of
being self-defeated before I even started –
but I had progressed in my recovery and I
knew how to deal with that sort of thinking
– I would never find out if I didn’t make
a start - so completing the course felt like
a massive achievement for me. It is those
sort of steps that helps to strengthen your
recovery, your self-esteem and confidence.
Two years in to my recovery, I applied for
and succeeded in getting a job at conn3ct - a
partnership with Horton Housing and The
Basement Recovery Project to offer housing,
ETE and therapeutic services for people in
recovery. My main role was an aftercare
worker and I also ran some of the groups.
I did a lot of recovery training whilst at
conn3ct and gained a lot of experience.
Following the recent Adult Drug and
Alcohol recommissioning process the

conn3ct service ceased to exist. Everything
was going to be through one main provider
(now Calderdale Recovery Steps).
As the recovery landscape in Calderdale
changed,TBRP were looking for more staff
at their CDS (Community Detox Service).
I got the job and have been there since
February. It is very rewarding. I have a
lot of affinity with the detox service, it is
now based where the original abstinence
community living accommodation was,
which I spent some time in during my early
recovery days. ...
Read Colin’s full story at:
www.thebasementproject.org.uk
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Celebration of Recovery Service

I

t was a stunning late summer day as I
walked down to Halifax Minster. Maybe
a little nervous and apprehensive but
mainly excited that this was happening.
This was the first time a service to celebrate
recovery had been held in Halifax so I wasn’t
quite sure what to expect. People seemed
keen and this gave me the hope there may be
a decent turnout. The choir had set off down
before me and they were in their seats and
limbering up by the time I arrived. A couple
of sound checks later and they seemed ready
for the performance. It must have been a
little nervy for them as there was still a while
before the service started. It didn’t seem like
two minutes later when the Deputy Mayor
arrived. I introduced myself and explained
what the service was about and then I
showed him and his consort to their seats. It
was pretty much time for the service to start
and as I had been distracted I hadn’t noticed
how much the church had filled up. I felt a
few butterflies now as I knew I would have to
speak in front of everybody before too long.
I didn’t want to look behind me and have
a proper look at how many had come but I
had a fair idea.

fantastic to see people’s efforts rewarded
and most had brought family to the service.
It was a very emotional part of the service
and to me it is what recovery is all about;
seeing fractured families mended and people
thriving by doing purposeful and selfless
things. For me this is the key to recovery,
helping others and being kind.
Jonathan Bish gave a sermon that was in
keeping with the day and that showed an
understanding of addiction. The choir
performed a couple more songs and
sang with a heart that was fitting of the
surroundings and occasion. There were
hymns either end of the service and the
Vicar closed with a few words on the service.
All in all it was a moving and memorable
afternoon – especially the tea and cake
afterwards back at Basement House.

The Minster is a fantastic building and the
fact that it didn’t look empty is a testament
Rev Jonathan Bish started the service with
to how many attended. It will stay in my
a brief introduction and before I knew it
mind for the number of people who have got
the choir were singing their first song and
people were filing up to place candles on the their lives back because of recovery; those in
recovery, their children, their parents, their
altar in memory of those who hadn’t made
friends, their communities. It was also great
it. It was a very moving moment as I saw
some who had lost close friends and relatives to see people from different elements of
Calderdale services; Calderdale in Recovery,
to addiction. Guy gave a wonderful reading
DISC, The Basement Recovery Project,
of The Beatitudes from The Sermon on
Calderdale Recovery Steps and Happy Days
The Mount and Stuart Forshaw talked for a
while about recovery. Stuart touched on the were all represented. Forgive me if I missed
negative side of addiction but on the whole it anyone out. This was the first but I hope we
was a positive message which fitted with the can make it an annual event and that next
year we have even more there to celebrate
idea of celebrating recovery.
recovery and recognise people’s efforts.
We had asked members of the recovery
community in Calderdale to vote for those
Andy
that they thought had given to or inspired
others. Although the response was quite
muted there were enough nominations
and votes to fill the categories. The winners
were Frank Dunn and Sue McDonald for
giving back, Cath Walsh and Mark Cohen
for volunteering, Steph Winter and Bob
Tidswell for inspiring others and Darryl O
Connor for outstanding contribution. It was
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